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PRE-GREECE 
 

Aubrey ‘Sharky’ Ward, Royal Navy, HMS Hero 
 

In 1940 ‘Sharky’ Ward qualified as a Leading Torpedo Operator .  This was probably attained at HMS 
Vernon Torpedo and Mine Warfare School, Portsmouth (to be dispersed elsewhere in the country in the 
spring of 1941 due to excessive blitzing of the Naval Base and town).  His substantive rank is still Able 
Seaman (not yet Leading Rate) and this implies that he had quite likely served previously for at least a 
couple of years as an Ordinary Seaman.  So he must have enlisted in the mid-to-late 1930s. 
 
We do not know when Sharky joined HMS Hero but we do know that after her first deployment in the 
Mediterranean (following her commissioning on 23 Oct 1936) Hero returned to Portsmouth for some refit 
work from 15 February – 16 March 1940.  A very handy opportunity for some shore-based advancement 
training.  
 

 
 

Proudly displaying his newly acquired Leading Torpedo Man badge - 
on the back he has written “A.B. A. L. Ward  L.T.O. 1940” 

 
 
We also know that Hero was despatched to support the Norwegian campaign, and that she was directly 
involved in the Narvik affray on 13 April 1940. Form a statement in “Tell Them We Were Here” Sharky 
was definitely serving on her at that time. 
 
HMS Hero’s log summary:  “13th April 1940 - Escorted HM Battleship WARSPITE with HM Destroyers ICARUS, 

FOXHOUND, COSSACK, BEDOUIN, PUNJABI, KIMBERLEY, FORESTER and ESKIMO during 2nd Battle 

of Narvik. Sank German destroyer HANS LUDEMANN in Rombaksfjord by torpedo after it had been abandoned 

without fuel and ammunition.”  (Naval History website) 
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Torpedo launched from HMS Hero during the battle of Narvik – quite possibly with Sharky’s help 

(Photo Donal Sutherland, Gunnery rating) 
 
Immediately prior to the German invasion of Greece, HMS Hero was based in Alexandria for a period 
covering March 1941.  The following photograph (also courtesy of Donald Sutherland) purports to show 
the whole ship’s company, and therefore should include Sharky somewhere. 
 

 
 

HMS Hero’s Ship’s Company, Alexandria, March 1941 


